Feature ranking and average AUC (10-fold CV) after sequentially adding each feature considering the fused learners (RF and ERT) and combined data consisting of CAD scores and clinical information. The highest AUC, which corresponds to the optimal set of features for each learner, is shown in bold.
Rank Feature
Average AUC RF Average AUC ERT 
Supplementary Table S2
Feature ranking and average AUC (10-fold CV) after sequentially adding each feature considering the fused learners (RF and ERT) and clinical information. The highest AUC, which corresponds to the optimal set of features for each learner, is shown in bold.
Rank Feature
Average AUC RF Average AUC ERT (c) A TB case with rare manifestations (miliary pattern and lymphadenopathy). (d) A TB case with an apparently normal CXR. Note that the ranks assigned by the combined strategy are improved with respect to CAD (the higher the rank, the higher the likelihood of the CXR being abnormal), but in the first, second and fourth cases, degradation is experienced with respect to clinical information. CXR, chest radiograph; CAD, computer-aided detection; BMI, body mass index; MUAC, mid-upper arm circumference; TB, tuberculosis. 
